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EDITORIAL AND GENERAL.

Nearly all of the mills ate now running to th~ir full capacity. The
crop is turning out well, and the previous indications of the largest crop
on record bid fair to be realized.

-~~.o~~--'-

An important change in the inter-island traffic has taken place since
our last issue. 'I'he steamer James i. Douisett; heretofore owned by Mr.
Wundenberg, has been sold to the Pacific Navlgatioi. Company, who in
tend to run her to Kuau, the landing of the Paia Plantation on Maul,
making two trips a week. The company has entered into a three years
contract with the Paia and Hamakuapoko plantations, for carrying all their
freight. This will divert about 6,000 tons of freight to Honolulu, a large
portion-of which has heretofore been shipped via Kahului. The P. N. Co.
intend building a wharf to deep water at Kuau, so that vessels can load
direct instead of by boats as heretofore. The wharf will be built on sheers
similar to the one at Waianae.

The loss of the steamer Planter, of the Inter-Island CO'$ fleet will
seriously inconvenience them, coming as it does in the middle of the
grinding season. Mr. Foster goes forward by the next steamer to order a
new steamer. The company also contemplate building another steamer.

---0---
I~nDGRARTLABORER&

The British ship Stel'lingsltil'e left Madeira, November 27th last, having
on board the following Portuguese immigrants for Honolulu; 160 men, 98
women, 48 minors from 12 to 20 years and 150 children; total 456. She
will be due here during the latter part of March.
. The City Of Pekin was to have left Yokohama on the 2nd of February,

having on board the following Japanese immigrants for Honolulu: 664
men, (laborers) 230 women, and 50 sailors, She will be due here on or
about the 15th inst;

Applications have been received for nearly all the above mentioned im
migrants, and there is a sufficient demand in the labor muckot to afford
situations to all of them without ditliculty. With this addition the labor
market will be fairly well supplied f~r the present.

---0---
SUGAR CANE RATOON PLOW.

This implement is the invention of Charles Notley, and is intended for
the cultivation of the ratoons of sugar cane and to take the place of the
Bingle plows now used, performing the plowing between two rows of cane
at one operation and in a very much more satisfactory and economical
manner. 'I'he inventor claims for this implement that it does the work
with two good horses and one man now performed by eight horses and
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four men in the, same time. It consists of a centre beam with a plow at
each side upon arms, one plow throwing to the right and one to the left,
to cover the stools of the cane with mould, and a double furrow plow in
the centre, which combined, comp~etely cultivate a width of five feet. It
can be changed in a few minutes so as not to plow a width of more than
four feet, for use in narrow rows and can be set at any desired width from
four-to five feet. On the inlier side of the side plow, it has tines which
prevent any posslblllty of ground being missed even when set to its ex
treme width. The mould boards, tines and all parts of the plows are
steel, the beam and frame is iron. The mould bpards of the centre plow
can be opened or closed at pleasure according to whether a wide or narrow
centre furrow is desired. The side tines are removable. The .side plows
can also be removed and the implement used for furrowing out. It runs
upon three wheels; two at the sides just in advance of the side plows, and
a small wheel upon the centre beam, which prevent the plows from bury
ing themselves and regulate the depth to which they enter the soil.
These wheels can all be adjusted to any depth from three to eight inches.
The whole set of plows is lifted completely clear of the ground by a lever
at the back within reach of the driver, and the implement can then be
transported without damage '01' turned at the ends of the rows without
any labor on the part of the driver.

The plow can Le made narrower, to order, to suit various widths of
planting. Orders or enquiries to be addressed to Mr. Charles Notley,
Paauilo, Hamakua, Hawaii, or Theo. H. Davies & Co., Honolulu. The
cost of the plow delivered in Honolulu will be not over $80..

---0,---

STATE AND PROSPECTS OF THE SUGAR MARKET.

The reports from the various sugar markets show that prices are un
steady, but the outlook is encouraging.

The Suqar Cane in a review concerning 1885 and the prospects of 1886
says:

From the present prospect of supplies and requirements, we shall prob
ably see, as ~he year advances, a marked improvement npon present
prices, with the result that the Germans, Austrians, and French, will next
year largely increase their SOWing. of beet, and we shall have the market
again glutted vith beet sugar, with proportionately reduced prices There
fore, unless our planters, by improved methods of cultivation, at a con
siderably reduced cost, and by greatly increasing the percentage of sugar
obtained, can bring down the total cost to a level which will compete with
beet sugar, the outlook is not, a pleasant one. .r. -lI- *

The most that can be said of 1885, is, that it has been a less unsatisfac
tory year than its predecessor. If we turn to the immediate future, we
think there is much in. the present position of sugar, which furnishes
good. ground for a very hopeful Ieellng-; with- the certainty of a very
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large reduction in the production for 1886,-unapproached in its extent
in any previous year,-with stocks,. though still heavy, very greatly di
minished, and with a largely increasing consumption, prtces cannot re
main where they are-e-everythlng poinjs to an improvement in values;
and the improvement will be ,more marked as the year advances.

The beet crop for 1884-5 was 2,545,888 tons, the largest ever known;
Low prices and unfavorable weather have discouraged many beet grow

ers however, and 1\'1. Licht's present estimate for 1885-6 is 2,075,000 tons,
or 47O'f888 tons less than last year. The Journal des Hailes, another sugar
authority, estimates thescoming crop at 1,970,000 tons, or 575,888 tons less
than last year.

A new feature in the beet market is the large and sudden increase in
the production of Russia and Poland, under the stimulus of a government
export bounty, in the nature of a loan which will hereafter be repaid. The
Russian product for 1882-3 was 284,490 tons; for 1883-4 it was 310,000
tons; in 1884-5 it was 386,433 tons and it is estimated for 1885-6 to be
from 450,000 to 575,000 tons. This increase will not however suffice to
counterbalance the great decrease in Germany and Austria.

The Cuban crop from January Ist to November, 1884, was 560,940 tons.
Same period 1885, 627,770 tons. The present indications are that the
crop will be larger than the last, the increase being estimated by some as
high as 20 per cent. This depends much on the weather however, and
cannot be estimated definitely.

Slavery is being gradually abolished in Cuba, and difficulty is had in
obtaining laborers. Wages are from $14 to $18 per month.

Under the new contract with the American Sugar Refinery a large pro
portion of the Hawaiian crop is sold on the Cuba instead of the Manila
basis as heretofore, the new arrangement taking effect January 1st. On
that date Cuba centrifugals 96 per cent. test were quoted at 6 5-16; Janu
ary 16, at 6~c. ; January 2G, at G-f-Gc.; January 29, at 6 1-1Gc. The Manila
basis stood January Ist, 5.62c for 91 per cent. test. At last advices Jan
uary 29th, it stood at 5.57c.

'I'he cause of the Cuban decline is the flatness and decline of the
London market which stood Dec. 31st, beets 88 per cent. test 15s, 7d;
Jan. 15, declined to 14s, 9d; 27th, declined to 1415, 3d; 29th, deelhred to
14s, 2d. The probabilities are that there will be a rise in the near future.

---0---
'When a new milch cow has her calf taken from her she will often hold

up her milk, apparently for the purpose of saving it for her offspring. It
will require kindness and patience to overcome this habit. The operation
or milking is pleasant to the animal, and if she is given a mess of warm
slops while being milked her attention will be so diverted that she will
yield without remembering her calf. It is important to milk clean from
the first, as retention of milk in the udder injures it and tends to decrease
the yield.

More attention should be paid to teaching young horses to walk fast
than is done. A fast-walking horse is a desideratum not often met with.
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The recent elections mark an era in the history of this country. The
policy of the present administration has been centralization of power, eli
mination and intimidation of independent and honest officials, and the ap
pointment of political tools whose tenure depend on active partisan work
and not on efficient performance of the du ties of office. This policy has
been systematically carried out until the whole civil service, with the ex
ception of the Supreme Oourt, is appointed and controlled by one. head,
and dare entertain or express no political opinions except those which
are ordered from headquarters to be the correct ones. The result is what
might be expected; the civil service has become so corrupt, especially in
the out districts, that well nigh every official act is tempered by the effect
which it 'will have upon the succeeding election. For example, in districts
where the deputy sheriff was the candidate for the Legislature, the most
glaring and open violations of law have been passed unnoticed. Where
the district judge was the candidate the" benefit of the doubt" was given
to such as happened to fall within the clutch of the law. In oue district
where the judge was a candidate and the deputy sheriff his chief supporter,
the argument was openly made to the voters that this candidate should be
supported, as the sheriff had been so easy with them and had not prose
cuted when he might have done so, and the judge had given such light
sentences. 'I'he argument was supplemented by the threat that if the
judge was not elected the laws would hereafter be strictly enforced against
all wrong doers! The election not only marks an era in that it is the cul
mination of official terrorism and subserviency, but it has brought out in
to bold relief a method of influencing elections which was but foreshadowed
at the elections of 1884. 'I'he Legislature of 1886 may well be known to
posterity as tl~e "Official Gin Legislature " from the fact ::hat two-thirds

.of the Representatives are government officials who owe their election
mainly to having saturated the voters of their respective dlstricts with
bad gin for two or three weeks before election. Never in the history of
the country has such a deluge of liquor been precipitated upon the electors
and openly used as an election agent. The utter demoralization and de
baselhwnt of a large proportion of the native voters has been the result,
and the humiliating spectacle is presented of an administration kept in
power by the discreet distribution of offices and a few bottles of gin.

Hawaii is fast losing, if she has not already lost, her reputation for
decent orderly administration of her public affuirs, and the facility and
cheapness with which her electorate can be debauched and bought opens
up a field of speculation as to what the future may have in store for her,
that is not encouraging to those who have her welfare and honor at heart.

A putrid carcass polluting the air of a pasture will spoil not only the
milk of the cows running there, but also tho entire contents of the vat
into which the tainted milk is poured at the factory.
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OHiNESE IlIf1JIIGRA'l'lON.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs publishes a "By Authority" notice
under date of February 11th, giving notice that from and after April tst,
1886, I.' No Chinese passengers shall be allowed toeland at any port in the
Hawaiian Kingdom, unless he be the bearer of a passport in due form and.
legally issued under the provisions of the regulations made and published
September 1st,. 1885.

The provision allowing not more than twenty-five Chinese passengers to
land from anyone vessel is rescinded.

The provisions of September Ist, above referred to, are as follows:
No.2. Passports entitling the holders to return to the Kingdom will

be granted at the Foreign Olfice, Honolulu, to all persons of Chinese na
tionality now resident, or who may hereafter become resident, on these
Islands, who may desire to visit any foreign country, provided always
that such persons have been engaged in trade or have conducted some in
dustrial enterprise during at least one year of their residence here. No
return passports wilt be given to Chinese laborers leaving the country.

No.3. Passports wilt be granted (tt the Foreign Office, Honolulu; also
by His Majesty's Consul-General at Hongkoug, His Majesty's Consul at
Shaughae, and His Majesty's Consul-General at San Franclsco, to any
Chinese women dsslrlng to come to the Islands, and to Chinese ch ildren,
whose parents are residing in the Kingdom, or who may not be of more
than ten years of age.

No.4. PasSP01·t:,; entitling the holder to enter the Kingdom will also
be granted at the. Foreign Office to such persons of Chinese nationality as
the Minister of Foreign Affairs may claim it proper to admit to the
Kingdom. .

N o. 5. The fee for any passport issued under this regulation shall be
two dollars ($2.)

---0---
PETROLEU1JI AS A FUEL.

The use of petroleum and of the residuum of its distillation, has been
extensively used for the steam marine on the Caspian, and on the rail
ways in South-Eastern, Russsia, but the price of petroleum in the eastern
portion of the United States has been too great to enable its economic use,
in competition wIth coal, although there have been numerous devices for
its combustion under boilers, which have been successful in the mechanical
aspects. A locomotive .has been made which bnrns napthu, whi~h is
vaporized by steam jets, but for numerous reasons it has never been
adopted by the railways, although the absence of cinders and smoke and
the case with which the generation of steam can be controlled, renders
this class of fuel particularly adapted to locomotives. 'I'he recent devel
opment of the petroleum deposits on the Pacific coast of the United States,
has opened nnew Its upplicatlon for the generation of steam, 'I'lie Cenuul
Pacific Hail way ha..., introduced; the use of petroleum upon its steam vessels'
at its western terminus at Oakland, near S,lIl Fruncisco, with excellent
results. As in the Russian system, the oil is blown into the firebox by
steam jets, and the cost of oil on one of their vessels, the 'I'horougnrare,
for five months is said to be 56 pel' cent. of the cost of coal on the same
steamer for the correspond! ng five months of last year. As a mutter of
general practical application, it is found that 100 United. States gallons (80
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imperial gallons) of petroleum, costing $4, is equivalent for steam purposes
to one ton of coal costing $7.

If there is so much difference in favor. of petroleum with coal at $7 a
ton, there certainly should be a chance foi' economy in its use Where coal
costs $9 to $11 a ton delivered in Honolulu. Many plantations are free or
nearly so from the fuel question, running on trash alone, but others are
not, and a saving of 56 per cent. is one not to be neglected. It is to be
hoped that some enterprising planter will test this question.

---0---

COMMUNICATIONS.

CARE AND MARAGEJYIERT OF SUGAIl MLL MACHINERY.

EDITOR PLANTERS' M:oNrHLY: Considering the large amount of
money invested in sugar mills and the rapidity with which some parts 'of
them deteriorate and decay, how soon some parts wear out, or rust out
or break, causing great expenses for repairs and what is often much worse,
loss of valuable time, leads us to give a few thoughts on the best
means, or precaution necessary for the preservation of the material; and
the condition necessary for the successful running of the mill.

Of course no rule could be given that would apply to all places. The
man in charge of each mill must have a knowledge of the requirements
of that particular place, and must have ability to perform it, but we can
point out those things which require the greatest care, and which, if judi..
ciously managed, may last a much longer time.

Preservation of wood. In wet, or damp places, wood is usually the first
to show signs of decay, the joist, sills, floor, and the timbers under the
mill, are the first to go. These timbers are usually 16x24 and when It be
comes necessary to remove them the mill must be taken out of place,
while the new ones are being put in, causing much trouble and expense.

The best means of arresting decay in wood is now receiving much at
tention, Late discoveries in this direction made by Prof. P. H. Dudley has
proved that it is the fungi that causes the premature decay of most of the
woods, and it is the spores that act as seed of the fungus, that must be de
stroyed before it produces gl'0Wth.

One method of preserving wood largely used by railroad companies)
is to well saturate it with creosote oil; th is makes it impervious to moisture
and is a sure way of preserving it. 'I'hese timbers, joist and· sill, when

~ set ill the ground should al ways be saturated with this oil, and boards
sltuated above the ground, either tarred, while-washed, or painted.

The preservation of iron is much more difficult, and requires much
more care, particularly the iron chimney, when situated near the sea, and
in wet places. The salt ail', and the acid that is combined in the soot
attacks the iron with such force that it is totally destroyed in three or four
year8. It should be thoroughly cleaned, every year, both inside and out,
lI,l1Q if the mill stops for any length of time, painted inside, and tarred on
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the outside. It will cost about thirty dollars per year to do this, but it
will last much longer.

Cleaning pans are the next to give out, in some cases not lasting more
than seven or eight years; they do not wear out in this length of time, but
are destroyed by the way they are used. The usual way of cieaning
is to leave some skimmings in the pan and fill up with water, this forms
vinegar acid which is very effective in cleaning the coils, but the objection
to this method is it attacks the iron at the same time, and in time destroys
it. This acid is sometime left in the pans for days and sometimes for weeks.

The juice tank, and molasses tanks. In cleaning these tanks after the
crop is off it sometimes happens that some water is left in them; this
sours the same as in the cleaning pans, and has the same effect. After
the season's work is done, these pans should be cleaned, thoroughly dryed
and painted. And to avoid waste the cleaning out pipes should be taken
to the mud press, so that the dirty juice and molasses can be worked over
again, and the good saved.

PRESERVATION OF STEAlII BOILERS.

Steam boilers require the greatest care of anything around the mill.
They sometimes deteriorate rapidly, and when we consider that there are
25 causes for this, anyone of .which will soon destroy a boller if once
started, one is not surprised. For this reason they must be examined
frequently, cleaned inside and outside, calked if they leak, and if there are
any other defects they must be remedied immediately.

It sometimes happens that after a boiler has been in use a long time,
more power is required, and the pressure is increased to meet this new
demand.

This is a most dangerous practice, and often leads to fatal results.
The usual formula for determining the strength of boiler shells is :

Tensile strength X thickness-eBurstlng strain radius.
Example: The average size of steam-boilers in use in this country is

about 72" diameter, .~." thickness of shell, 35,000 pounds tensile strength
for double riveted seams (allowing for punching); 35,000 X ;375-;.-36=364.5
pounds bursting strain, and 364.5-;-.5=72.8 pounds safe load. It is seen
that when a boiler is new and first put in use we first find its bursting
strain, and then take one-fifth of it and call this its safe load. But this
factor of safety becomes less from year to year, and frum 5 it is reduced
to ·1 and then to 3, to 2, until at last there is no factor of safety at all.
Another trouble often results from using dirty water in the vacuum '.
pumps. These pumps are made of the best material and workmunship
and are quite costly; the cylinder on the water end is bushed with brass,
the piston is of brass and is perfectly fitted so that it needs no packing,
and when the water is clean and the pump taken care of, the cylinder
will wear' but slightly, and be as smooth as glass, but if. dirty water is
used for a single day the beautiful polish is changed to scratches. This
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dirt and sand will cut like glass, destroying not only the pumps but often
causing serious trouble to the boilers besides. Places of this kind, where
surface water is used, ' should be provided with large cisterns, so that
when the heavy rains come the water can be shut off and the clean water
used.

One of the conditions necessary for the successful running of a mill is,
first that it will burn green trash direct from the rollers, and do this with
out the help of either wood or coal; if it cannot do this there is something
wrong with the mill or management. Every mill that is properly equipped,
has a tripple effect, a vacuum pan large enough to do the work easily,
centrifugals sufficient to do the work without working over-time, a mud
press so that nothing shall be wasted and enough boilers to do the work'
without forcing the fires.

'I'he mill-rollers and gears should have sufficient strength to bear the
greatest strain the mill is liable to be subjected to, and the rollers set so as
to get the greatest per ceut. of juice, with the least strain or risk to the
machinery. ,

Many accidents have occurred to machinery caused by the improper
setting of the rollers. If the feed rollers are set too far apart they will take
in more cane than the trash rollers can take away, and in consequence the
trash will accumulate between the returner-plate and the rollers, and when
the engine is slowed down and the trash does go through, a tremendous
pressure is brough t upon the trash, grinding it to powder, while the strain
all the machinery is enormous, often resulting in accidents. To avoid
this great strain as much as possible set the feed rollers as close as possi
sible, so that it will not take in any more tItw the amount you want to
grind, and then set the trash rollers to suit -the grinding' required. My
experience has led me to believe that the closer the feed, rollers are set
together, the less is the danger to the machinery.

THE CAgE OF GEARS

'I'he pinions are usually the first to wear out and it is of great interest
to know just where they are worn out. 'I'here are some persons that let
them run as long as they will (until they break), but this is poor economy,
for when they do break they break the wheel as well, causlng gre~ter

expense. As SOOLl us you have any doubts of the strength of a pinion,
take it. out at once and put in a new one. 'I'his I find is the most
satisructory method as well as the cheapest, besides avoiding- accident,
trouble and delay. 'I'he usual way of Iubricating gears is to run them in
a mixture of tar and tallow; by this means they get lubricated every
revolution of the wheel, but with the best possible lubricating the t~eti~

will wear, and this iron combines with the mixturo and \f it is not
changed at intervals it will cause just what it [s supposed to prevent, the
wear of the the iron. .

'1l~~IJ~'S,.,

Good material is the :firs~ requirement of a belt, and on account of the
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high speed these belts have to run, the best is none too good, and always
the cheapest in the long run. To examine a bel t, double it up with the
hair side out; if it does not crack when pressed together it is considered
good. Or, place a small piece in vinegar and if it does not change its
form and swell it is good. It should be examined at times and oiled with
neat's foot oil at intervals. The «orange tanned island leather" is con
sidered to be the best.
iP The requirements necessary for the successful working of the triple
effect are simple but they must be strictly attended to. First, it is most
important to keep the tubes clean both inside and outside and to keep the
drums free of water. The water from the first drum usually runs to the
hot well, but as there is often as much pressure there as there is in the
drum, the water does not run freely; in consequence the drum will be
partly filled with water, which will greatly effect the efficiency. '1.'0 avoid
this trouble it is usual to keep a little vacuum on the hot well. To keep
the drum clean inside it is most important that no grease or tallow is
used in the cylinders or it is sure to get into the drum where it will stop,
greatly affecting the evaporating efficiency of the steam. To prevent this
use some good mineral oil in the cyinders; it is both cheaper and better.
The triple effect, vacuum pan and clarifiers are usually cleaned with
vinegar acid, the outside being of cast iron, the acid has no perceptible
effect on them. "I'he exhaust pipes of the vacuum pan and clarifiers
should always be provided with two way cocks, one running to the main
exhaust pipe, the other to the hot well, so that all the water resulting
from the condensation of the steam can be saved; and if any more water
is wanted for the boilers it shoiild be taken from the vacuum pump as
this is about 50° hotter than it is in the cold water tank.

The boiling-house should always be provided WIth a chimney to carry
off the vapor from the cleaning pan, also a steam gauge, a vacuum gauge,
a juice meter, and an extra cleaning pan for the purpose of cleaning the
juice after it comes from the triple effect, and for the sake of economy.
Every steam cylinder should be provided with an automatic continuous
sight-feeding oil cup; the three roller mill with an automatic feed indi
cator; the furnace with a smoke burner: the tlues with a heat extractor;
the chimney with a siphon gauge to show the draught; and a pyrometer
to show the temperature of the escaping gases. 'I'he fire room should
always contain a water hose and pressure should always be kept on if
possible, both night and day, and if the sides and rafters are made of
wood, they should be covered with asbestos. It is also advisable to have
an extra feed pump. In short, a mill should contain every facility for
doing the work systematically, economically, efficiently, and rapidly.

To insure the preservation of a mill as well as the successful working,
it is necessrry that not only the manager but the engineer and sugar
boiler should take a personal interest in the business, be able and ener
getic, and be conscientious in discharging their duties, Even the men
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must be made to understand that no wastefulness will be permitted, or
carelessness allowed.

The wonderful progress and improvement made in sugarmill machinery,
the introduction of the latest improved method of extraction, vaporization,
combustion and manufacttA-e, makes it the more necessary that we should
give more thought to those things which decay, rust and corrode, break
and wear too rapidly, and study carefully everything necessary for their
improvement and preservation. I remain, .AN ENGINEER.

M.N1HODS OF CULT1VAT10N.

FRANKLIN IT. AUSTIN.

:PART III.

lt has been said, "All industry is founded upon the exercise of manual
labor and is progressive in as far as such labor is displaced by practical
appliances." As in the foregoing, it is shown where improvements
should he introduced in existing methods, and also where great waste is
made in fertility of soil by the removal of spontaneous vegetafion, and as
experiments in artificial fertilizers have in the main proved unsuccessful,
and where successful, expensive and somewhat uncertain, it will be the
business of the following: First, to subject the action of manual
labor-upon which is founded the principle of all mechanical contrivance
-to some degree of analysis. And Second, to suggest a method by which-"
the value of spontaneous vegetation as a natural fertilizer may be ascer
tained and the exact amount of artificial fertilizer necessary to be used to
maintain continued fertility of land.

Manual labor in any operation is equal to the power it exerts plus the
skill required. The complex variations of skill and the various applications
of power in different operations do not alter the rule; the result is always
mechanical. For all implements and mechanical contrivances are equal
to the skill they represent minus the manual skill required to operate
them, and their value is the difference between the artificial power re
quired by them and tile manual power necessary to operate the same
degree of manual skill in manual labor. As instance, the steam engine
that economizes horse power, that is economy on manual power. Apply
this condensed power to looms and vast quantities of cloth are woven per
day, the saving being equal to the amount of manual labor that would be
required to weave the same amount of cloth with hand looms less the
manual labor required to operate the power looms, the engine and the fuel.

A man's labor then represents a unit of skill and a unit of power, which
units vary in relation to each other in the same degree as the skill and
power required in different operations vary towards each other. As a
man working a hoe exerts a greater unit of power and a lesser unit of
skill than a watchmaker, where the unit of skill is excessive and the unit
of power Infinlteslmal, still the result of each operation is mechanical.
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Thus, if an implement be placed. in a man's hand applicable to his own
strength that .combines the skill of two or more operations or aids his
natural skill, the unit of skill is increased and the unit of power decreased,
the value of the labor being increased in proportion as the implement
increases the unit of skill and decreases the uftit of power. This relation
between power and skill is not altered when applied to machine labor.
Relatively then to manual labor, machine labor represents as many times
as many units of skill and power as the artificial power and mechanical
skill are greater th:111 the manual, the quality of the skill being equal.
But it will do better because the skill is concentrated, and being so, econo
mizes the waste power inevitable in a multiplicity of men, and the units
of skill are proportionally increased and the unit of power decreased.
Therefore machine labor-is an improvement on manual labor, in quality
not only because it raises the degree of skill but produces the same degree
of mechanical result with less vuriution. As the implement in the hand
of a man which combining two or more operations aids his natural skill is
an Improvement on his labor, so on~ implement which combines the work,
of two or more others or improves the quality of one, is an improvement.

Inventors and constructors of agricultural implements must then study
closely this relation between power and skill and recollect that if they do
not increase the units of skill and decrease the units of power over exist
ing methods. they make no improvement in quality. This can only be
done by concentration. But an implement may be ali improvement even
though its quality of skill be inferior to that in existing methods in as far
as it substitutes artificial power for manual; but one implement cannot be
an improvement on another unless it improves in quality.

The degree of skill represented by any mechanical contrivance is not
determined by the contrivance itself but by the mechanical requirements
of the operation it is intended to perform. 'I'hus a plow though perfectly
suitable for breaking" land is totally unsuitable for cutting cane; the re
quirements of mechanical skill in the two operations being so widely dif
ferent. Still two 01' more operations may be very practically combined
where the mechanical skill is similar or the operations follow in succession,

There are operations which, although the skill required is mechanical
are nevertheless composed of such an infinite variety of irregular minor
operations that human ingenuity must necessarily be exerted directly
over the power applied to the mechanical skill influencing it in the various
dlrections required by such minor operutious as in stripping cane, where
each stalk must be treated by itself. In such, the application of artificial
power is impossible; and, although hand implements might be constructed
that would aid an unskilled man, it is doubtful whether they would not
prove a hindrance to the skillful. It is by these principles and by these
alone that the planter 01' agrtoulturulist may 11:5e his natural ingenuity and
inventive facilities to the best ad vautago. Even if he lack sufficient time
and knowledge of mechanics to invent new and improved implements he
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may be able by close observation of his labor to raise by concentration
the units of skill and decrease the units of power. And wore especially
is this true in the handling of team labor in its application to implements
already in use,

Probably no subj eet is of g'reater importance to the sugar growing in
dustry than the maintenance of fertility.

It has been noted that nature in conformity with consisten t law produces
a spontaneous vegetation for the purpose of renewing her forces; then it is
apparent that this spontaneous growth should form the basis of fertiliza
tion. And the power of this basis or natural fertilizer is proportional to
the increase of sugar produced by its application, and may be greater or
less. If greater, then is the land enriched over its previous state in ratio
of the excess. If less, exhausted in like ratio. And the amount of en
richment or exhaustion will be proportional to the total sugar taken from
the soil after fertilization plus the power of spontaneous vegetation as
a fertilizer and the amount of sugar realized previous to fertilization.
Therefore, as the sugar realized after fertilization A is to the strength of
soil previous to fertilization, B plus the powei' of the fertilizer 0, so the
sugar realized previous to fertilization D to the loss or gain in the ingre
dients of the soil E, after the CI'OP A has been taken from it, or, A : B + C
:: D : E. 'I'hen is the loss 01' gain in soil E proportional to the difference

between E B and A D and 0; or, A-D:O:: E-B:E. It is not probable
however that E will show a gain, but rather always a loss, because it is
likely that the power of °upon B would tend to bring into action ingre
dients of soil that would have been dormant but for the influence of such
power, And therefore it would be necessary to apply artificial fertilizers
in quantities equal to E in order to maintain continued fertility, 'I'he
application is now apparent for the quantities A and D-the amount of
cane taken from the soil after the spontaneous vegetation is returned and
the amount received before-are known or may be easily found by ex
periment, It is necessary then to find the quantity B+O-the natural
strength of the soil and the power of the fertilizer-in order to find the
fourth quantity E, This call only be done by the aid of chemistry in the
analysis of the soil B, E is easily found and the quantity of fertilizer
necessary ascertained. And as the above formulas deal only in quantities,
the quality of this artificial fertilizer must also be found by chemical anal
ysis and its quality must be equal to the difference between the quantity
B+O and the chemical requirements of cane.

This paper has undertaken a subject far beyond the possibility of its
limited space, But its object is not to discuss but merely to suggest each
controversln l point from beg-inning- to end of culti vation, presenting them
in proper form for discussion. It has criticised no method for which it
has not attempted to show theoretic remedies which can only be proved
by experiment,
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HOWTOKILLHILO GRASS AND HOWTO OBTAIN UNIFORM
ITY IN FURROW1NG.

EDITOR PLANTER'S MONTHLY :-In your issue for January, Vol. 5,
there are two items that I would like to comment upon, .as in both cases
I have had a thorough experience. 1st, you state that you had heard
that J. N. Wright of Ookala had succeeded in plowing in heavy Hila
grass by running" a roller over it before plowing. Your correspondent
was correct, and here allow me to state that the heavier the dead or
green grass may be the better the result; if the grass is wet, no matter
how much,' still better the results, What I state is the result of experi
ments and actual experience. In rolling for one plow, (say 16 inches) I
would make my roller 48 inches long and 22 Iuchesdiameter, with shafts
attached for working one animal. In. order to obtain sufficient heft to
the roller to do the work well, it should be made of an ohia or. koa log,
16 to 18 inches in diameter, built up to the desired diameter with nor'west
scantling. If the roller is made entirely of one solid hardwood log it would
be heavier than necessary. With this apparatus the following results are
obtained:

The animal drawing the roller walks in the furrow just turned, and has
a smooth and easy footing. 16 inches of the roller are then pressing down
the furrow; 16 inches are pressing down the grass for the next round of
the plow, and 16 inches are running- on the sad just turned over, pressing
it firmly and smoothly on to the grass just turned, and thereby causing it
to rot quickly. Another, and as I consider, one of the most important re
sults reached, is, the plowed land is so smooth that it can be harrowed
with more ease to the animals doing it and with one fourth less power re
quired to haul the harrow. Now in conclusion concerning this subject,
I have before this thoroughly tested 1\11'. Notley's process of dragging a'
chain from the whiffletree, and with a heavier chain than a !l: lncn which
he says is sufficient, and I know that it does not have the same effect as
the railer, even to the flattening of the grass alone. I would like to
know if Mr. Nutley has tried the roller system. I certainly conclude from
what he tells you that he has, or else he could not assert what he did to
you. If he has tried it, then he certainly has not the amount of Hilo
grass to contend with that we have in the Hilo district.

2nd. In your issue of the same date I see an article from the pen of
1\11'. F. H. Austin. If I had not already occupied so much space I should
like to comment on several items therein, but will confine myself to one.

Mr. Austin speaks of furrowing for plowing, and the difficult of getting
a uniformity of width. Mr. Soper's method was to have his plow attach
ed to an axle-tree, supported by two small common cart wheels. 'I'h is plan
I would not adopt were my lands level or nearly so, fur tho reason that
the plow being fast to the axle-tree, there is not the chance to help your
animals on account of the plow being so stiff and rigid, but if it is
hilly, as in the Hamakua district and in many other places, this arrange-
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ment is a great help, as the wheels help to steady and hold the plow in
the furrow. Now as to avoiding Mr. Austin's pilikia in getting furrows
uniform in width. This is very simple, no matter how steep the side hill
may be. For example, I plant five feet apart, so consequently I had made
an axle-tree ten feet long, to the middle of which the plow is attached,
and then always run one wheel in the last furrow made. The consequence
is that if I planted a single row of seed every row is just five feet apart.
If I wish to plant 'a double row of seed, and at the same time have my
rows just five feet apart, I would make an eleven foot axle, and proceed
as before. There is no more trouble in turning round with the 10 root :
axle than with a 5 foot one, and were it not for cleaning and lifting the
plow around at the ends of the furrow it would need no one to be with
the plow, as when so attached to the axle-tree it holds itself.

J. N. WRIGHT.
---0---

EXPER.IMENTS Wl1H D1FFUSION iN SPAiN.

The Five-Lille Company last year constructed a complete apparatus for.
. the diffusion of cane at Almeria, in Spain. 'I'he officers of the Company
have kindly furnished me with an account of the workings of the appara
tus, and have assisted me in studying, tl,t their office, the details of the
apparatus.

'1'he experiments were made in June and July, of this year, and thus
antedate, by a few months, the experiments of the Department of Agri
culture at Ottawa. 'I'he amount of cane worked per day was 75 tons al
thongIt the machinery was capable of doing 25 tOIlS more. 'I'he lack of
skill among the employes prevented a large quantity being worked.

'I'he proper season for working the cane was in March and April, and
thus it appears that delay in getting new apparatus ready for use is not
peculiar to our own country. A:; a result of the delay much of the cane
worked was of poor quality. Part of it had been injured by frost in the
preceding Murch and part of it was injured by second growth. In the
worst of the cane the juice had a specitlc gravity of only 1.051 of glucose.
The mean compositlon of the juke obtained by pressure for the entire sea.
sun was 7.G8 glucose to 100 of sucrose, It is thus established that the pro
cess of diffusion does not Increase the proportion of non-crystallyzahls sugar.
Previous experlments had led the company to avoid the trouble that un
due haste of construction had led us into at Ottawa, 'I'he diffusion vessels
were cylindrical in form and the doors by which the exhausted chips
were disohurged was of the same cross section as the diffusers; a feature
of construction which I strongly recommended to the cormnissionar in my
experiments at Ottawa, 'I'hese doors occupied the entire bottom of the
diffusion cell and were easily worked by upproprlate machinery. As soon
as they were opened the whole contents of the cell were at once discharged
thus saving time and labor. Eight diffusions were mado each hour or
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one every seven and a half minutes. 'I'he number of cells was 14, but the
battery was so arranged as to receive two more, and these two are to be
added before another campaign begins.

Experiments showed that the extractlons proceeded rapidly in the first
five or six cells and very slowly thereafter. The quantity of juice drawn
off was 110 to 115 per every 1000 of cane, a proportion quite like that de
termined by our experiments at Ottawa.

'I'h e cutters used were almost exactly such as I devised for our experi
ments except that the knives were not grooved. In this respect I am
'confident that our own cutters had a marked advantage. The cutters at
Almeria will not be used another year, a better form having been inven
ted and these new cutters are llOW constructing. The horse power to drive
each cu tter was estimated at two and one half; showing that the cost of cut
ting cane is only a very small part of that of crushing it. As a result of
the first season's work it has been established that the process of diffusion
gives from 30 to 32 per cent. greater product than the ordinary methods
of pressure, yielding 65 per cent, of juice; and from 16 to 17 per cent.
more than the double mills. with maceration yielding 74 per cent. of juice.

It is encouraging to find that the results obtained at Ottawa are so ex
actly confirmed by that obtained at Almeria, and both together give the
greatest assurance that with proper mechanical appliances the diffusion of
cane is certain to supplant all methods of pressure whether single or double
with or without maceration and with or without a shredder, It is true
that much i,., yet to be done before all the conditions most favorable to
the conditions to the diffusion of cane are fully established and would be
foolish to quit the work discouraged because of difflcult.les attending the
first attempt, When we see it firm like that of Flve-Lille's fat' fifty years
engaged in the construction of sugar machinery, still experimenting' and
still learning I think we have no reason to be discouraged at home. Espe
cially is this so when it is remembered that the department is no longer en
gaged in plunging in the dark but is determined to be advised by the
latest and best results obtained by experimenters in other parts of the
world, My only regret is that this wise plan was not adopted long ago
for it would have saved several years of discouraging experimentation
and several thousand of dollars.

'I'he Company Five-Lilies has also made an apparatus erected at Malaga
for the diffusion of bagasse. In this apparatus in order to secure a prompt
emptying of the cells they were made in the shape of an inverted cone
the lower door thus having a greater cross section than any part of the
cell. On being opened therefore it allowed the exhausted bagasse to easily
drop out, 'I'he number of cells employed was less than for cane-chips,
being only eight. 'I'he density of the diffusion juice obtained from the
bagasse was about, half that of mill juice.

I am strongly of the opinion, however, that the instullion of a difl'usion
apparatus for working bagasse will not prove profltablo. It will cost
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nearly as much 3,.'1 for working the cane direct and will not suppress the
cost and worry of working the mill.

As 11result of their experiments in Spain the Five-LilIes Company have
received orders for the construction of two large apparatus for the diffusion
of cane, one in Brazil and one in Australia. In this matter we have no
time to loose if we wish to keep up with the rest of the world.

H. W. WILEY.

:IHE USE OF MOLASSES IN COMBINATION WiTH LIME AND
CORAL SAND AS A FERTLIZER.

DR. G. MARTIN.

Molasses in its liquid state, diluted with water, has sometimes been
used as a manure for cane fields, but numerous complaints have been
made that it did not produce the desired effect and that the cane very
often looked yellow. The consequence has been that planters have refrained
from its use although it contains a quantity of the best nutritive substances.

The reason of this ad verse effect may be traced to the fact that the iarge
amount of sugar in it turns into acids, which hurt the soft rootlets of the
cane and interrupt the circulation of the sap from the roots to the stalks.

After solidification of the molasses and the transformation into a dry
dust free powder, all these obnoxious effects are avoided, By the action
of lime in the mixture, the acids will be neutralized and rendered harm
less. The lime inthe form of sacchurate is far too soluble and loses its
caustic qualities, it will penetrate the soil rnore than slacked lime, which
it has besides other undesirable qualities. Lime has a pronounced action
on lava soils, and enriches the same by decomposition in no small degree.

The opinions of the best authorities agree that even the best soil cannot
supply with continual cultivation the amount of potash necessary, but
recommend a supplementary addition as imperative,

In these Islands the planters only use phosphates, many of them quite
unfit for fertilizing purposes, but researches have shown most clearly that
the phosphates only when in combination with a sufficient quantity of
potash renders the same efficacious and the numerous failures of phosphate
manuring gives a strong hint to the explanation of this fact. The forma-

. tion of gum instead of sugar and the exorbitant formation of fibre or water
is another sign that some substances in the soil are missing which are
wanted for the formation of cane sugar.

It may be here suitable to repeat the words Prof. Gerard addressed to
the American farmers: "As I told you before, the use of phosphates alone
without any other elementary substances will net have the desired effect;
therefore the fine powdered phosphates are always to be mixed with sub
stances containing lime and potash." Now lime and potash are exactly
the constituents of the lime molasses mixture.

The quantities of phosphates which are used here are generally too
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high, as the effect of the phosphates depends more upon its fine state and
its equal distribution in the soil, and for this reason it ought to be mixed
with the lime molasses mixture. 'I'he phosphates do not circulate in the
soil as other substances do, and therefore it must be distributed every
where in the reach of the rootlets.

Concerning the application, a proper estimate of the quantities can only
be given when an analysis of the soil is at hand. When mixed with pen
manure or trash ashes and small quantities of phosphates, it has always to
be plowed in before planting, but it may be sometimes spread around
young cane, which looks poorly, with success, especially on irrigated plan
tations. Generally speaking, the quantity for an acre will be from 1 to 3
tons.

A full description of the preparation of the lime molasses mixture is
glven.in the PLANTERS' MONTHLY for April 1885, page 11.

SELECTIONS.

REPLiES OF THE BRiTISH SUGAR REFINERS' OOlJD1fITTEE
TO THE QUESTIOJ.Y OF THE ROYAL OOJYI1~S10N

OJ.Y THE DEPRESSIO.N o» TRADE.

Sugar Cane.

1. " In what branches of trade or industry is your Association specially
interested? "

Sugar refining.
2. "In what proportion do they find their market at home and in for.

eign countries; and, as regards the latter, in which countries chiefly?"
Almost entirely at home. There is a small export, chiefly to the Medi

terranean and the North of Europe, but this consists of the lower products
of the manufacture. As to refined sugar properly so called, the bounties
on the exportations of foreign refined sugar practically close the world's
markets to the British refiner.

3. " How have they been affected in the last five years as compared
with the periods 1865-70, 1870-75, 1875-80, in respect to

(a) Volume;
(b) Gross value;
(c) Net profit;
(d) Amount of capital invested;
(e) Quantity of labor employed? "

(a) Increased.
(b) Decreased.
(c) Decreased.
(d) Increased.
(e) Decreased per ton of sug-ar.

4. "The phrase' depression of trade' would appear to imply a 'nor
mal level ' of trade. During what periods in the last twenty years should
you say that trade has been-

(a) At its normal level;
(b) Above that level; or
(c) Below it ?"
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Defining " normal level of trade " to mean, so far as our industry is
concerned, a conultion of things when all the manufactories could be kept
working at a moderate profit, the whole of the last ten years may be said
to have been-below the level, and gradually getting more so. The pre
vious ten years, disastrous for the loaf sugar makers, except the year when
Paris was besieged, may be considered normal years for the other classes
of refined sugar. .

5. "Judged by a scale constructed in this manner, can the condition
of the branches of trade or industry in which you are specially interested
be fairly described at the present time as 'depressed?'"

Yes.
6. " If so, when did the depression begin; when did it reach its low

est point; and what are its most prominent symptons ?"
In the loaf sugar industry it began about 1864, and reached its lowest

point in 1875. That industry is now again suffering very much from the
effect of foreign export bounties. In the other branches of the sugar-re
fining industry the depression began about 1875, and is now worse than
ever. The prominent symptoms are an insufficient margin of price be
tween raw and refined sugar, and that consequently from time to time
works are shut up.

7. " Has its progress hitherto been uniform or irregular; and what do
you anticipate that its course will be in the immediate future?"

Its progress has varied exactly as the bounties given on the exportation
of foreign refined sugar varied in amount and extent, and its future will
depend entirely on the action taken by foreign Governments with regard
to them.

8. "Are there any special circumstances to v...hich the existing condi
tion of the special trade or industry of your Association can be attributed '?"

Yes; the depression of our industry is to be attributed entirely to for-
I! eign export bounties.

9. "Should you say that the demand for, the supply of, or the return
on capital in your trade or industry is above or below the average of the
last twenty years?"

Below.
10, " Is the rate of wages in relation to service rendered and to the

quantity and quality of work produced (a) for skilled and (6) for unskilled
labor, in your trade or industry, above or below the average of the last
twenty years? "

Above.
11. "What measures could, in your opinion, be adopted to improve

the exlstiug condition of your trade or industry (a) by Ieglslation, and (6)
indenpenclently of legislation?"

Whut we require is that tile urttficialhelp our foreign competitors get
from export bouuties should be withdrawn. 'I'h is could be done either by
removing the bounty uy a countervail ing duty, or by negotiating with
foreign countries for the abolition of bounties, We do not desire the im
positiou of a countervatling duty, but we do desire very strongly the ad
mission of the principle, as absolutely necessary for the success of the ne
gotiations. 'I'hut a duty to countervail a bounty is consistent with, and in
fact conceived ill the interests of Free Trade, and that it is in no way
allied with doctrines of reclprocity and retaliation, has alreudy been de
monstrated in evidence before the Select Conuuittee on Sug-ar Industries
and in the public press, and we ask leave to give evidence before your
Com mission to the same effect. The perfect cure. for our grievance would
be tile abolition of sugar du ties all over the wm!d; - .... .., ..

12. Answered under Question 8.
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OlNOHONA PLANTING .IN JA:MAIOA.

The following statement relative to cost of Cinchona plantiqg- is issued
by Mr. D. Morris, Superintendent of the Government Botanical Gardens
at Garden Town, Jamaica.

With regard to Cinchona Planting in Jamaica, the question is often
asked, what will it cost per acre to start a plantation on the Blue Moun
tains and establish it, up to the time it comes into bearing? . 'I'his ques
tion is one which cannot be definitely answered in all cases. But as an
approximate statement based on actual experience, we have been supplied
with the following by the Director of Public Gardens and Plantations. It
is understood that the land is taken up under the recently published sys
tem of Grants made by Government, and that no buildings are required
beyond laborers' barracks, sheds, and a small house for the headwan or
overseer, The plants are supposed to be Cinchona OjflcinaUs planted at
3t feet by 3~ feet, giving 3,500 plants to the acre. If only about 5 acres
are intended to be opened, the relative cost will be a little more than the
following' : whereas if a larger area is opened and nurseries established on
the spot, the relative cost will be considerbly less. Also, when the plan
tation is opened from a neighboring plantation, the cost of superintendence
will be much reduced.

Detailed statement of expenditure on a Cinchona plantation in Jamaica
for planting 5 to 50 acres of Oinchona Officinalie, 3il- feet by 3~- feet, with
3,500 plants to the acre.

£. s, D.

1. Prime cost of land (2s. per acre, acCOrding}
to terms offered by Government and incidental ex
penses for surveyor's fees, &c.)--

2. Cutting down forest, burning and cleaning1
ready for planting (Contracts according to nature
of forest and locality) some as low as £2 per acre
and some as high as J!5, say;- J

3. Lining, 8s. per acre; Pegs (3s. per thousand) }
lOs. Gd.; Holing (50 large holes for Is.) £3.
15s. Ocl.

5. Plants, 3,500 to the acre; if raised in nur-")
series on the Plantations itself about 25s. or 3Us. I'
per thousand; if bought, probably 'lOs. to 45s. per
thousand. Cost say for an acre of 3,500 plants ;-

5. Planting by day labor, shadirig, &c.

G. Stak'g, weed'g and supply'g end first year

7. Share of Superintendence

8. Barracks, house for headman, and field}
paths, weeding and supplying up to the pnd of the
4th or 5th year, when Plan'ns begin to yield, say:

o 0 5 per acre.

4 lOOPer acre.

4 13 6 per acre.

7 0 0 per acre.

3 0 0 per acre.

2 5 0 Pper acre.

1 7 0 pel' acre.

G 19 6 per acre.

Total outlay on Plan'ri up to the 4th or .'5th year, £30 0 0

As to the returns from the Plantation, the earliest crop of bark may be
yielded by thinnings or uprooting of weakly trees at the- end of the 4th
year,
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Taking these at 25 per cent. of trees planted, and yielding 6 ounces of
dry bark per tree, we have, say, 330 lbs, of bark at 3s. per lb. (less 10d.
per lb. cost of barking, drying, shipping and broker's expenses} yielding
a net return of say £35 per acre. This, it will be noticed, will more than
cover expenses of the Plantation up to the end of the 4th or 5th year.

There will then be left some 2,400 trees to the acre, well established,
and capable of yielding regular crops of bark at the rate of £30 to £60 per
acre up to the time when the whole Plantation is cropped.

The total yield of the Plantations (deducting cost of barking, curing
and shipping expenses, up to the end of the \lth year) will probably be not
less than £175, per acre, against a total outlay for planting operations for
that period of abcut £40 to £45 per acre. 'I'he estimates in all these cases
m:e based on that price of Creole labor as at present existing in Jamaica,
VIZ :-men, Is. to Is. 3d. per day; women, 9d. Is. per day. The weeding
is entirely by lwnd, done mostly by children and women at rates varying
from 4*d. to 9d. per day.

ON GENERAL SUGAR FACTORIES FOR QuEENSLAND.

From the Queenslander.

In order to solve the labor question, and try if white labor can cultivate
the cane and manufacture sugar profitably, the farmers of Q,ueensland are
asking the Government for help in the erection of central mllls fOJ' crush
ing their cane. This, then, is a step towards progress; but whether it
will work under Government supervision profitably to the farmers is a
debatable question, when it has in so many instances failed when worked
by private enterprise. It is foolish in the planters and others in the sugar
industry to expect prices to rise again to the same height as formerly, as
the circumstances in which the industry is placed now are so far different
than previously. 'I'he London market rules the commerce of the world,
and the various sources of supply will ever keep the prices of sugar at too
Iow a figure for the colonial planter to thrive at unless he follows up the
footsteps of his rival the beet-sugar industry. For the last six years I
called the attention of planters to these facts, and poluted out to them the
necessity of better machluery and technical skill of a superior kind, or the
competition of the beet sugar would involve in ;lIIiver:3ul bankruptcy the
caue sugar industry. 'I'hese fucts they for the greater part ignored, and still
persist in pursuing their work in the most crude, wasteful, and empirical
manner that could possibly be Imagined, refusing to believe in the evi
dences of the souses, or accept the self-evident truth. I cannot point out
from Mackay to Cairns one single mill from which they send to market
one-half of the sugar known to exist in the cane. 'I'he usual moue of
working is to leave one-third of the sugar in tile megass, one-third in the
molasses, the remaining third called the outpu t for the SUlU total; while
the lands were cultivated with a similar ompiriolsm to that of the factory.
NoW, cane is t,t very exhausting CI'OP; yet I have known canes to be
ratooned in Malaceu for fourteen years, and yicl<.l more sugar to the acre
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than that in general from plant-cane in Queensland, and this effected by
returning to the soil the bi-products of the mill. Now, Providence is
kind to those who act in accordance with the natural laws; and if the
planters would but return the skimmings from off the clarifiers and the
ashes of the megass to the soil, they would be giving back to the land
that which was taken from it, and thus maintain the fertility of the field
for years and ages to come. "But instead of doing so they apply gU,1110,
bone dust, superphosphate of lime, and other manures, allowing at the
same time the hi-products of the mill to run to waste, the greatest and
best of fertilizers. In the manipulatlon of the cane juice, one understand
ing the chemistry of sugar manufacture would be Inelined to think from
the system followed that the making of molasses was the aim of the sugar
boiler, and from the way in which cane juice is treated in all the mills
that I have visited in the process of defecation that molasses was aimed
at as the principaf and sugar as the secondary product. 'I'he instruments
which science has furnished for the guidunce of the sugar manufacturer
are everywhere absent and their uses unknown, the only one found being
that known as Baume's saccharometer, which is a hydrometer and not a
saccharometer; the only instrument for that purpose is the polariscope,
by the aid of which the quantity of cryatallizable sugar in the cane juice
can be estimated with the most accuracy, and should the sugar when
brought to the scales not tally with that demonstrated by the polariscope
the loss sustained in the course of manufacture can be known." A piece
of blue litmus paper is dipped in the cane juice, and, should the acid in
herent therein turn it red, a lot of lime is thrown in at random until a
neutral tint is sho IVn; but, if the science of acidlmentary and alkahme
try was known, he would have first of all estimated the exact quantity of
acid in a given quantity of juice and the neutralizing power of the lime,
and applied the exact quantity of lime required aud no more! and by test
ing a sample by the polariscope the amount of crystallizable and uneristal
Iizable sugar, if any, would be known at once and a knowledge gained of
the correctness or otherwise of the operation. Molasses is not a product
of the cane, but Is generated in the course of manufacture, and as a sub
stance is composed of crystallizable sugar, glucose, and wutor : and, if the
chemistry of sugar manufacture was understood, not more than 10 per
cent. would be tolerated instead of, as in most, Instances, being cent. per'
cent. with the sugar made. 'I'he time required for an assay acldi metrtc
would take about three minutes, and a like time would be consumed in
an assay alkalimetric ; the cost for chenileuls would be about threepence
for every ton of sugar m.ule ; and by the moans 50 per ceut., or there
abouts, would be added to the crystulline sugar, and there would be a
commensurate decrease in the molasses tank. But to do this work im
plies a knowledge of chemistry, whieh planters ignore, preferring the ser
vices of unskilled men am! losing more by such ill every day's work than
would pay the wages of every man employed 011 the pluntution from the
manager to the cook. But I need not continue this subject any further,
U8 the empiricism everywhere is so patent to the eye of the technologist
as to require 110 further elucidation. In India, where double crushing
and maceration i::; followed, ten tons of cane in general give a ton of re
fined sugur. In the Asku mctory, at Gaujuru, where the d ilfusiou process
i::; followed, nine tons of cane in genorul give a ton of sugur, as the diffu
sion process extracts more jnice from the cane than the other; as high as
8il~ per cent, has been taken from plant cane. In Queen';\lUld from 20 to
ilU tons of cane are taken to make a ton of ruw sugar and from mv own
experiments I find from 15 to 20 per cent. of sugar 'crystallizable in the
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cane JUIce, comparing favorably with that of India. On the Herbert as
high as 80 tons of cane has been taken from an acre, of good sugar-pro
ducing quality. What then is there te prevent 10 per cent. 'of sugar to
the weight of the cane? . Nothing that I know of if correct principles
were understood and acted upon.

Some thirty years ago when cane was crushed by windmills and cattle
mills, and in some places with iron rolls from 15in. to l8in. in diameter,
the small quantity of organic matter then expressed permitted the sugar
boiler making a large-grained sugar of good sweetening power, and as
much sugar then as now from an acre. But why this anomaly? The
ponderous machinery now expresses from the cane great quantities of
organic matter, contaminating the juice, making the sugar inferior in
sweetening power, and generating great quanttties of glucose, lessening
the quantity of crystalline sugar; and, though machinery has been im
'proved, sugar boiler" have not improved in the least; and until chemists
trained to tho work are employed in the mill the same state of things will
continue to prevail. When skilled men are employed, two tons of sugar
will be taken from the cane for one that is taken now, and the cane sugar
industry will become moreprofitable than previously, in spite of the beet
competition. Some five million pounds sterling has been invested in the
cane sugar industry, and had a correct system been followed the increase
of sugar resulting therefrom would by this time have recouped the pro-.
prietors of sugar estates for their outlay. I speak on these matters with
the authority of a scientist which cannot be controverted or admit of
doubt or cavil. If the farmers get central mills superintended by Gov
ernment agents and worked under the existing system, instead of
being a boon it might turn out to be a white elephant, involving them in
difflcul ties resulting in ruin. It is of 110 use saying that" in the multi
tude of counsel there is wisdom;" a thousand non-technical men know
no more than one, and will only hasten the ruin. If, on the other hand,
skilled men supplant the unskilled at present employed, there is nothing
to prevent their succeeding. JAMES l\PHENLEY,

Analytical Chemist.

A .NEW SUGAR TREE.

European sugar dealers have recently had their attention called to a
remarkable tree called the «rnahwa," a member of the brassia family, the
flowers of which are said to yield an extraordinarily large proportion of
pure sugar. This tree is a native of Southern Hindostan, being accasion
ally found in the forests of the foothills of the Himalayas. The flowers
are very small, but are exceptionally abundant, and yield fully one-half
their weight In sugar. Indeed, they seem to be made almost exclusively
of saccharine matter, enveloped in a vegetable covering. Each tree, it is
said, will produce, without attention or cultivation, something like a ton
of blossoms annually, which is therefore the equivalent of a half ton of
sugar. 'I'he London JJlol'Jling Post says that Continental sugar refineries
are already becoming aware of the immense possibilities unfolded Ly the
«muhwa" tree, and large quantities of the flowers are now being imported
to be worked up into refined sugar. This tree belongs to a tribe of plants
all of which yield sugar, as well as an oil adapted for food and burning. •
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A yield of a half-ton of sugar to each tree undoubtedly will stagger the
credulity of those not acquainted with the possibilities of the mahwa, but
there is said to be good authority for the statement that inferior specimens
of this tree, growing in a dense forest and deprived in large measure of
the sun's rays, have produced 500 and 600 pounds each of the saccharine
blossoms.· The tree needs no special culture or attention, no pruning or
fertilizing, is easily paopogated and flourishes in the poorest soil.

The mahwa grows to a height of about forty feet, and while this may
seem to be a drawback in gathering the flowers, such is not the fact, since,
when maturity is attained, the tree sheds its flowers spontaneously during
the night, and all that is necessary is to gather them up in the morning.
The flowers have been almost entirely used hitherto in the manufacture
of spirits and as food by the natives, and the extent to which this is carried
may be seen from the fact that a few stills at Bombay devoted to this pur
pose pay an annual tax of £80,000 to the English Government. Besides
the flowers, the mah wa yields a pleasant-tasting fruit, and a very valua
ble oil is extracted from its seeds, which are very abundant.

The London Post, which is the authority for this statement of the re
markable properties of this little known tree, is of the opinion that if the
mahwa flowers can be obtained in sufficient quantity for the sugar refiner
ies of Europe, there can be no question that the days of the beet root are
over, while it will only be a question of time when even sugar-cane will
be discarded. No sugar plantation could for a moment compete with a
product which yielded 50 per cent. of pure sugar, with so little labor.
Thb West India sugar plantations at their best do not yield more than
two and a half or three tons of sugar per acre. Five or six mahwa trees
would yield as much sugar as an acre of cane, and as an acre of land could
sustain from 200 to 250 trees, they would at maturity produce enough
blossoms to yield 100 to 120 tons of sugar. His thus apparent that should
this estimate not be realized by more than one-quarter, still competition
from either cane or beet roots would be out of the question. What the
extent of the growth of the mahwa tree is in India is not given, though
it is not apparent that any effort has been made t.o more than utilize those
found in their natural state. Certainly, if there are any such possibilities
in the matter, it would be well worth while to make a systematic attempt
at the propagation of this wonderful tree. There is no good reason either
Why' a tree that will grow in the climate of the Himuluya mountains should
not grow in some parts of Cnlifornia. It would be well worth the while
of some of the residents in the «thermui bclt' of this State, where frosts
are comparatively unknown, to experiment, if possible, with this tree.
It is not at all improbable that thereby a most valuable additdon might be
made to the resources of the coast.-S. F. Chronicle.




